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Research on IMS in Sweden

• Is IMS valid for use with preschool 
children?

• Do some children benefit more 
from using IMS?

• Does IMS help children talk about 
difficult experiences and emotions?

• How do children experience their 
parents receiving parenting support?



Exploring the validity 

of IMS for preschool 

children
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In My Shoes validity
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In My Shoes validity

AIM
To compare the IMS interview approach with the Standard verbal 
interview on accuracy and completeness of children’s statements and 
through this assess the validity of IMS. 

METHOD
54 children (complete data from health visit and interview)

Coded the statements: people, actions, objects and descriptions

Coded the interviewer questions

Compared with recorded health visit 

Accuracy and completeness
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In My Shoes validity
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Interviewing shy children



Interviewing shy children

AIM
To investigate whether IMS or the Standard interview method suited shy 
children better, i.e. increased their verbal and non-verbal communication 
over time

METHOD
60 children (complete data from interview)

Coded verbal and non-verbal behaviour

Start of the interview               beginning of substantive phase

At the start: tensed, limited gestures = situationally shy

Over time: verbality, answer latency, encouragement needed to 
talk, eye contact, facial expression 

3 coders



Shy children 
interviewed with IMS
• Talked more

• Answered more 

quickly

• No change in non-

verbal behaviour

Non-shy children
• Similar change with 

both methods
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RESULTS:
ENCOURAGEMENT NEEDED TO TALK

*
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Interviewing shy children



Emotionally difficult 
experiences



Emotionally difficult experiences

AIM
To explore the ability of IMS in aiding children in verbalising their 
emotional experiences of distress or discomfort. 

METHOD
28 children (complete data from health visit and IMS interview)

Health visit: signs of discomfort or distress coded

Two groups : discomfort/distress, no discomfort/distress

Interviews: statements about discomfort or distress, the interviewer’s 
questions and In My Shoes



PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Health visit

• 36% of the children showed signs of discomfort/distress

Interviews

• All 5-year-olds who displayed distress/discomfort at the visit 
could verbalise it

• The children could express both embodied experiences and 
negative emotions

• Rather elaborate descriptions of emotions

Emotionally difficult experiences



Extract 1, child 5 years old

I: Mm. Eh… let’s see. Did you ever feel like this? That you were sad when 
you were at the children’s place [child’s name for the CHC]?

R: Yes, because I received a shot… I was a little sad then. 

I: Okay, you were a little sad…you got a shot [---] 

I: So. But [child’s name], did you ever feel…. 

R: No…

I: … like this [points to the screen]?

R: Eh… yes. I was a little afraid that it would hurt. 

Rather elaborate descriptions of 
emotions



PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Health visit

• 36% of the children showed signs of discomfort/distress

Interviews

• All 5-year-olds who displayed distress/discomfort at the visit 
could verbalise it

• The children could express both embodied experiences and 
negative emotions

• Rather elaborate descriptions of emotions

• Several 4-year-olds verbalised negative emotions in other 
persons or situations

Emotionally difficult experiences



Extract 2, child 4 years old

I: Did you ever feel like that when you were there [refers to the emotion 
named Not so good] 

R: No, I felt fine.  

I: You felt fine. 

R: Yes, because they didn’t give me a shot, only to “little one”. And “little 
one” did not feel fine. 

Several 4-year olds verbalised 
negative emotions



CONCLUSIONS

IMS is a valid method for preschool children – equal to 
gold standard method  

Shy children benefit more from IMS 

IMS can help children verbalise negative experiences –
both sensations and emotions



Using IMS to evaluate a 
parenting program



Using IMS to evaluate a parenting 
program

AIM
To explore children’s experiences at home, in families where parents 
receive parenting support. Is there a difference in narratives before and 
after the parenting intervention?

METHOD

FIRST INTERVIEW SECOND INTERVIEW

PARENTS RECIEVING PARENTING SUPPORT



FIRST 
INTERVIEW

SECOND 
INTERVIEW

PARENTS RECIEVING PARENTING SUPPORT

• How does the child describe their situation at home?

• How is the interaction between parents and child described?

• Is there a difference in descriptions before and after the parents have

participated in the parenting intervention?

• Do the children and parents agree?



In My Shoes



In My Shoes



The first eleven interviews

• 11 preschool children aged 3–5

• Have you ever felt like this, being 
happy/sad/angry when you’re at 
home?

• Who’s with you then? Tell me 
more!

• Most children were able to share 
experiences related to several 
emotions

• 3 children disclosed experiences of 
violence at home



Thank you!
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